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Placekicker Tony Brown does it his way

Documentary depicts life on a Nicaraguan cotton field
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College
press rights
remain
unsettled

KSJS makes request for space
Station wants
facilities in S.0

By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily staff writer
A bill narrowly passed by the state legislature which would allow California Slate
University campus newspapers freedom to
express editorials and opinions continues to
he controversial among its opponents and
supporters.
Assembly Bill 1720 is being placed in a
two-house conference committee for review
and amendments because of key opponents in
the CSU Board of Trustees and the Republican Party, while its advocates from California State University at Humboldt express unhappiness about its present content.
Paul Knepprath, California State Student
Association legislative director, said there
are too many key Republicans blocking the
passage of the bill. He said it would probably
be vetoed if it was sent to Gov. George Deukmejian for signature at this time.
"It got off the Senate floor on a narrow
vote (21-18)." Knepprath said.
The legislature is scheduled to review the
controversial bill in January 1986 when it returns from recess.
Adam Truitt, former editor of The Lumberjack. the student newspaper at Humboldt
State. was suspended from his position after
he published an editorial endorsing political
candidates and ballot issues in the 1994 presidential elections. He violated CSU policy by
endorsing non-campus candidates in a student publication receiving state funding.
Truitt has since filed a lawsuit that is still
in its early stages, along with the campus
newspaper and the editorial board. against
Humboldt State individuals as well as higher
education officers.

The bill, as written, "would bar the CSU
from penalizing or otherwise prohibiting the
expression of any editorial position in a student publication, to the extent the expression
would be constitutionally protected if published in a publication of general circulation.
so long as the student publication disclaims
any representation of the position of the state,
the university, the campus, the associated
students, and of any entity that provides financial support to the publication."
Ron Cockerille
Surrounded by radio equipment and records,
Dave Yohn, a disc jockey for the campus

MFA degree offered
by Theatre Arts Dept.
By Gloria J. Debtmski
Daily staff writer
Both San Francisco State University and SJSU were vying for it
but SJSU won out.
SJSU is now offering the
sought-after master of fine arts in
theater arts, both in performance
and scenography.
Although San Francisco State
had been "trying hard to get (the
program)," the California State
University system chose SJSU’s
plan because it is more clearly organized and stated, Karl Toepher.
program coordinator said. Funding limitations make it difficult
for more than one school in the
area to offer the program, he
added.
demands
( system)
"CSU
clear justification for proving that
the community and students benefit and that tax dollars are being
well spent," Toepher said.
According to Toepher, a degree in performance, which is divided into acting and directing,
and scenography will be accredited by the National Association of
Schools of Theatre by July.
"We’re in a stage now of establishing the program’s identity
on a state and national level,"
Toepher said "I fully expect it to

By Tyrone an llooydonk
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s student radio station wants to move into the Student
Union hut the S.U. director said there is no space available.
Joel Wyrick. KSJS general manager. and James Lull, adviser, made a space request to the Student Union Board of Directors in fall of 1983 and again in July. They feel the station’s
present location in Hugh Gillis Hall is too small and does not
provide enough exposure to students.
The original request was denied by SUBOD and a move in
near future is unlikely, said Ron Barrett, S.U. director.
"I have no opposition to their being in the S.U. in principle."
Barrett said. "But the reality is we don’t have the space. The
building wasn’t designed to have a student radio station."
Barrett said that SUBOD would have to move present S.U.
occupants or build a new space to accommodate KSJS.
Wyrick said the request for the move was approved by the
Theatre Arts Department. If the move to the S.U. is not approved by SUBOD, then the department may consider expansion of facilities into a faculty office next to KSJS in Hugh Gillis
Hall, he said.
The request for space will be sent to the SUBOD house committee when it is established. Barrett said.
fall
first
SUBOD’s
meeting was on Toes- I
day and committee assignments will be made
in upcoming meetings.
"If the house cornmittee members can ID
bring a different per- un ut . .
y can
spectivmeae anread thehadn’t
I
find so
Ron Barrett,
thought about, fine,"
S.U. director
The
Barrperttessaenidt .location
fo
KSJS suffers from a
lack of visibility and accessability. Wyrick said. Relocating in
t he S.U. will result in more student involvement, he said.
Wyrick said that the biggest misconception about KSJS is
tthoat. only broadcasting majors are allovved to work in the station.
There are 110 students presently involved with KSJS but
more interest could improve the station. Wyrick said.
"If we have 500 students fighting for 110 positions, the competition is stronger and you gel a more quality oriented station," he said.
Lack of space is also a problem for KSJS, Wyrick said
Wyrick estimated the station’s area as being too to 500
square feet. It is filled with the studio, production facilities and
the record library.
"We have a total of three desks for 110 students; that’s
small." he said.
Wyrick said he does not knovi if a move to the S.U. would
solve KSJS’s space problem.
There are meeting rooms in the S.U. that are not filled with
equipment or businesses, but Barrett said there should be a balcontinued on back page

have no opposition
to their being in the
S.U. in principle.
we don’t
have the space.’

Arnie Braafladt, attorney for Truitt and
those named, said the plaintiffs are unhappy
with the bill in its present form, introduced by
Assemblyman Dan Hauser, because it does
not adequately address the issue of endorsing
political figures on which the suit is based.
Truitt could not be reached for comment.

Braafladt said the bill is susceptible to
unacceptable interpretations. For example,
if it doesn’t directly say something, the chancellor’s office could say the bill doesn’t imply
continued on back page
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be accredited." The association is
now reviewing the program.
To establish the validity of the
M.F.A., SJSU offers a more intense form of graduate training in
theater arts than the M.A. degree
delivered, Toepher said. It is a
two-year, full-time commitment
that prepares students for professional careers in theater, he said.
Obtaining the degree involves a
combination of classes within the
general M.F.A. program and
courses recognizing individual interests.
Interviews and auditions with
M.F.A. faculty help to determine
if a student’s goals coincide with
the role of the program, Toepher
said. Three students are enrolled
in the area of scenography in its
first year and It in the area of performance in its second year.
"We wouldn’t like to see a dramatic increase," in the number of
students enrolled in the program.
Toepher said. That is, until the department increases its technical
resources.
"Resources are extremely
important in having an M.F.A.
program that meets the requirements of the state," Toepher said.
"We need to give students the opportunity to act and direct."

Daily staff photographer

radio station KSJS, said that his job is a day to-day fight with claustrophobia.

NINO

Power plant is tax shelter for firm
By Laura Cronin
Daily staff writer
The International Power Technology Cogeneration System in-’
stalled last December at SJSU is
owned by a brokerage firm, but the
university has the first option to buy
the plant in 28 years, said Cedric Ko
loseus, director for IPT.
SJSU and the state have not paid
any money for the plant yet, site supervisor John Kaiser said.
"Merrill -Lynch owns the plant at
SJSU." Kaiser said. "IPT operates
the plant for Merrill -Lynch and
makes the debt service payments. If
any profit is made. SJSU gets a split
of the profits back, and once the debt
service is retired and the tax write-

’If any profit is made. SJSU gets a split of
the profits back. .
John Kaiser,
site supervisor
off for Merrill -Lynch is over. SJSU
has first option to buy the plant."
Since its installation in December, the SJSU plant has not reached
full economic efficiency. Kaiser said.
The programming logic for the control center is not yet fully implemented. This part of the system will
be working in about three or four
weeks, he said. IPT will add up how
much it costs to run and how much

IPT is making from the sale of steam
and electricity to SJSU and excess
electricity sold to Pacific Gas and
Electric.
"Essentially the basic criteria
for IPT being here is SJSU sees us as
transparent," Kaiser said. "Their
bill should be no higher than it was
before, with PG&E. What happens is
that if we sell them a majority of the
power though, they get a percentage

back of the amount of the power that
we sell to them."
Rita Norton, energy program
manager for San Jose, said the
state’s General Services Administration office is trying to get more contractual benefits for the university in
future contracts.
A Sept. 20 tour of SJSU’s cogeneration plant was sponsored by the Energy Managers Association and presented by IPT. The purpose of the
energy association is to bring to all
those interested in energy management better measures to provide energy, said David C. Lee, president of
the Professional Managers Association
continued on back page

Koehn trial postponed to late October
By David I.eland
Daily staff writer
The scheduled Oct. 8 weapons
and drugs trial for Will Koehn, former Royce Hall residence director,
will be postponed until late October.
According to Judith Sklar, assistant district attorney, Koehn has
waived his right to a speedy trial.
With the crowded San Jose Superior
Court calendar, this means sure postponment
Koehn has been held since his arrest by University Police last April in
San Jose County Jail in lieu of
8100,000 bail.
Koehn is charged with possession
of fire arms and silencers by an ex -

felon and possession of cocaine. His
wife, Kim, is also facing weapons and
drug charges.
A motion by Kim Koehn’s attorney. Evans Prieston. to have Koehn
and his wife tried separately, was
denied.
Kim Koehn posted hail several
days after her arrest.
According to Sklar, the prosecuting attorney, this is a common tactic
when one co-defendant tries to make
the other look more guilty.
"They want to get the least heavy
person away from the other one," she
said "They want to avoid guilt by association, but we feel we have evi-

dence that she was seen around campus."
According to Sklar, the judge at
the jury trial could rule differently
and separate the two.
In another motion presented
Sept. 16, Koehn’s San Francisco attorney. Joseph 0’ Sullivan. asked for
and was granted a reduction in silencer counts.
Koehn was in possession of a
sawed-off shotgun and two hand -guns
when he was arrested. Sklar said,
and had been charged with with posession of a silencer for each weapon.
This was later reduced to one silencer count.
continued on back page

Will Koehn
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Need crackdown on parking hogs
’Garage Full .’ Those two words send countless SJSU
students into tirades of anger. We end up driving around
in circles, searching for the closest available parking
space, screaming a few choice words in our heads (or out
(if our mouths) if the mood strikes us.
Then, like sun breaking out of a rainstorm, the West
Parking Garage opened for business this fall. This new

people who park their cars in theni.
Why do certain people insist on taking up two parking
spaces when one would do? On any chosen day, one can
see cars of all shapes and sizes parked in two parking
spaces. What gives?
This is a job for the University Police Department.
Why can’t the UPI) start cracking down on these people
who, for some unknown reason, have a penchant for hogging parking spaces?
It’s hard to tell if these people are just being careless
by straddling the whites lines or if they are plain misjudging distance. Regardless of the reason, something has to
be done to stop this problem.

Nancy
Kawanami
garage eases the parking crunch to some extent by opening up five more stories of parking spaces to play with.

The UPD, for fxam pl , could gel together, have a
meeting and decide ta issue 950 parking tickets for this
blatant disregard for common courtesy. This action will
make one think twice before he carelessly swings into two
parking spaces.
Every student has to get to class on time. Having to
park on the fifth floor of the parking garage because
somebody took two parking spaces on the second floor is
downright maddening.

Walking down five flights of stairs, when it should
It would be safe to assume that with all these new have been only two flights, only intensifies the anger of
parkirrg spaces, students would be able to find a place to being gypped out of a parking space.
park - provided that they arrive at school at an early
If these "white line straddlers" are afraid of having
enough time to beat the rush.
their cars scratched, bumped, or dented, they can cover
Good enough? Well, not quite. There’s trouble in par- them with those handy. dandy protective car covers.
adise.
Let’s hope something is done about this problem so
As it turns out, an irritating problem is alive and well we can park at the closest possible parking space without
in our parking garages. This problem isn’t stemming having to drive past perfectly available parking spaces
from the parking garages - it’s stemming from certain that should have rightfully been our own.

Ar\ri - SATE t-L. rit TEST’

Letter olicy

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters.
All letters must bear the writer’s full name, signature, major, phone number and class standing.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not
be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 208, or to the information
desk in the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are
those of the authors and are not necessarily those of
the editorial staff.
The editorials are the opinions of the editorial
board of the Daily.

On a French avenue, where boys will be clones
France has Chanel No.5, Yves Saint Laurent and
Christian Dior, fine cuisine, pastries, excellent wines and
champagnes but that’s not it. France has also its future
Yappie-Yuppie class ...
If one thinks that the Yuppie is a typical American
phenomenon, one ought to check out the "froggies" overseas.
First, get up early and look. Thousands of clones
emerge every day from their parents’ chic apartments
They slink down the grand boulevard on their way to private schools in two-tone loafers which are buffed to a lustrous sheen.
Pale yellow Benetton sweaters are flung carefully
around tenderly after -shaved necks as they smoke a before-class cigarette on the corner.
This adolescent army goes by the name of "minets".
Minet is a rather pejorative term used to describe young
men whose main concern in life is to take care of their
fine, chic, raffine and clean-looking appearance.
The minets abhor distinction. Their purpose in life is
to resemble each other as closely as possible. They Must
wear the same outfit, use the same language, discuss the
same topics, go to the same places and act the same
way." like totally casual and completely cool",
One of the best moments of the day to catch them is
lunchtime At lunchtime you can find the minets in any

Jack
Tordjman
given cafe, draped on a pinball machine or sweet-talking
a mini -skirted Lolita in the corner booth. Paris’ youth has
undergone a metamorphosis since the student riots of
May 1968.
Forget about changing the world and making it better, wars in the Middle East. and famine in Africa to
name a few. They are too concerned about having enough
pairs of argyle socks to worry about the world and polilies.

Scene: The dance floor at Le Kilt Club. a new discotheque near the main avenue in Paris. France. The minets sway slightly, hands in pockets and try to look bored.
Admiring females are acknowledged by a slight nod of the
head or a lazy wink.
Though the temperatures range into the hundreds,
the boys all keep their jackets on. An unruly forelock falls
into one’s eyes. but -is quietly’ Shaken baek idteplate. Orr
the bar are 35 isickc of Marlboros and 47 half-empty whiskey and Cokes.
Ei,ery one is cool or wants to look cool. No one says
much but what really matters is to look cool.
Night after night, the minets sneak away from overprotective parents to the haven of loud music and their
own kind.
There is strength in numbers and a feeling of belonging which bolsters their fragile teenage egos.
These fashion -conscious boy scouts are France’s future upper middle class adult. After a few years of college
in Los Angeles. the minets will have to think about grownup things like jobs and mistresses.
But not yet. For now, all they have to worry about is if
their mothers have pressed their Levis. and concealing a
pesky pimple or two.

Letters to the Editor
Revenge will be sweet
Editor.
I was in my sandbox and had just put the M-80 in the
financial aid castle, when my roommate, Wanda RingLoose, came running towards me waving a wadded up
Spartan Daily.
"Duck," I yelled and pushed her into my playhouse
just before - KABOOM - the castle blew,
"Heh, heti. heti." I said and cackled like an idiot.
"This is so fund and abusive - drat! - where’s my propeller beanie?"
I forgot Wanda was there becaue I was so lost in in)
search for the beanie and my constant plotting to find new
ways to abuse my A.S. position as director of student
rights and responsibilities.
Then she kicked me in the shins
She immediately came to mind.
"Ouch," !said. "What do you want?"
"Look at this editorial about you," she said. "They
your
’Most Incompetent Department On Campus Consay
test’ is a ’stupid idea."’

She shoved the Daily in my face.
I shoved it back.
"OK, so I don’t have the Daily in mind." I said. "I
couldn’t come up with ’Talkman’ or ’Erk.’ But then, I
don’t look too good in velour, either."
"But they accuse you of using your political power for
revenge. I think that’s way out of line."
"Yeah, you wouldn’t expect them to throw any truth
in there, would you," I said. "I guess if! spent more time
twine self-righteoi.s. I wouldn’t do things like this. But the
Daily serious and self-righteous enough for all of us."
"Craig." sh...iaid, and wiped a tear from her cheek.
"Is it really true, like they said, that you want the department lobe perfect and all the workers fired and replaced
by machines?"
I shuffled my feet. "I guess! did want that at first, but
then I read the Daily’s editorial." I said. "And then I saw
the light. The editorial said, ’Departments are run by
human beings, and human beings make mistakes; that’s
what makes them human.’ "
Overcome, I clenched into a fetal grip. The profundity

look a physical form that I could feel in my intestines.
stomach and coming up my throat. If I hadn’t kept my
throat shut. Wanda would have seen the profundity, too.
She held me.
"But now that I know humans are just flesh and blood
mistakes, I have come to another realization," I said.
"What is it?"
"I want all my lovers to be inflatable."
She let out a sob and pulled away. "But Craig. I love
you," she said.
I wouldn’t listen. I’d made my decision.
"Yeah, well’ that’s sweet, Wanda, but I don’t have
time for love now. I gotta get a job. My aid money won’t
arrive ’til I’m sending out the thank-you notes for the
graduation gifts."
"OK.! know you don’t care about me," she said. "But
aren’t you going to get the Daily back?"
I would have replied, bull was already in the middle
of a scheme.
Craig Carter
Journalism
Senior

Teach kids how ads work

FIXED lel BE 0+= ASWANLI - AND NOw MY BANKER wicuLD VE TO ’Mu<
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Editor,
Phil Loomis’s article, "Commercialism killed cartoons," (Sept. 201 has my complete support. Our society
must understand the seriousness of this issue.
Most American children spend a great deal of time
watching television. The average child under 12 years old
spends an average of 27 hours a week watching television
( Nielsen 19801. Infants are attracted to television almost
from the instant they become aware of the world. Not only
are they attracted to television, but they are influenced
particularly by the commercials more than by the programs themselves.
This is not surprising, given the resources and the accumulated experience of advertisers, and given the financial incentives they have for making every second count
for the purpose of gaining children’s attention.
Teaching children how to understand commercials
can be way to help the young viewers if regulation fails
At Yale University. 230 children were involved in a study
designed to teach them how to understand commercials
As a result, children showed a significantly greater increase in knowledge and understanding of special effects,
commercials and advertising. They understood what advertising techniques were used to enhance products.
Something must be done. NOW!
Alan lioehdorf
Junior
Advertising, marketing

Between the Lines

Marcos
Breton
Shaken assumptions
only six years
MARIA BLANCAS JUAREZ is
old. Her story is probably not unlike any
other for a child her age.
At six years old, she probably loved the colors
and sounds of her native Mexico City. Like many of
tte children of her city she probably loved to play in
the rows of trees and grassy fields of Chapultepec
Park.
As only a child can, she probably stretched her
neck often in wonder at the massive skyscrapers of
her city without even a thought of fault lines or
alluvial plains.
Her life in Mexico City, although not ideal for a
child, was still probably void of any of the problems
which plague people old enough to worry about
things.
But on Thursday. Sept. 19, the ground shook and
swayed and the massive skyscrapers of the largest
city in the world fell on her life. Underneath a
catacylsmic heap of concrete, metal and bricks lay
thousands of her people, including her own family.
To describe in detail the despair of her family
and that of thousands of others is impossible. How do
you describe a living hell?
How do you even begin to understand how Maria
and thousands of others can have their lives totally
disrupted in a matter of seconds?
Continuity is a strange thing.
Lives are planned and planned to the last detail
as if there will always be a tommorrow. There are
schedules to keep, jobs to do and, of course, money
to be made.
Mexico City, like all major cities, moves at a
fast pace. Certain aspects of life are taken for
granted as if there will always be a tommorow.
But for thousands of people in Mexico City there
will be no tommorow.
Something said by a survivor of the earthquake
keeps coming back.
A man who was pulled from under a building
and had begun helping in the rescue proudly told an
American TV reporter, "We here in Mexico City
don’t even talk to each other during normal times.
but during a crisis we are like this," he said.
crossing his middle and index fingers.
As tragic as the quake itself is the reality that
most people "don’t talk to each other" until
something like an earthquake happens. Then all of a
sudden men and women who had little to do with
each other were doing things they would have never
thought of doing under normal circumstances.
CITIZENS OF MEXICO City have been
THE
racing against time to pull their families from
beneath what used to he a sprawling, vibrant
inner city. One can only wonder how many of those
people looking for the families are thinking about
the things they would like to say to them if they find
them alive. Or thinking about the things they hadn’t
said because they thought there would always be a
tommorow.
To say what has happened to Maria Blancas
Juarez and thousands of others is a terrible tragedy
is not enough, because years from now when all the
grief and misery has faded, people will probably
forget something they should never forget.
That it can happen again.
If there is any truth to the thought that good
things come from almost anything, then maybe
when Maria has grown up she will remember what
has happened and remember what is important to
her - before a tragedy happens.
The pain wouldn’t hurt any less that way but at
least there wouldn’t be the worry of,"! wish I had
said everything I should have said."
Marcos Breton is the city editor "Between the
Lines" is an open forum written by editors one rotating
basis
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Kicking the football, Brown style
FR Rob (aibbaii)
Dail,/ staff *mei
After the offense lids (frisch down
the field in the closing seconds of a
one-point game, a time out is called.
There are four seconds left, and
the ball is on the opposing team’s 30yard line. The crowd roars in antic. ipation.
The game is on the line.
These are the types of situations
faced routinely by placekickers. In
fact, SJSU placekicker Tony Brown
said these outside factors don’t matter to him, as long as he does his job.
"It doesn’t make any difference
whether the score is close or whether
there’s 80.000 people yelling at me,"
he said. "Ill concentrate on what I’m
doing, there’s hardly anything that
can affect me.
"I just try and concentrate on the

Football
mechanics of my game."
One thing that does affect Brown
is the idleness of a kicker’s life, the
long periods standing on the sidelines
with no way to help the team.
"The most frustrating thing is to
stand around and not be able to contribute," he said. "I might not kick a
ball until the second or third quarter."
Yet when Brown does enter a
game, it is often in a do-or-die type
situation.
Such was the case Sept. 20
against Utah State when he came in
to attempt a 28-yard field goal. The
Spartans had battled back from an
early 21-0 deficit to tie the game. 3232.
There was 7:17 left in the game.
The ball sailed wide to the right.
"I was having a good day until
that kick," he said.
Prior to the miss, he had kicked a
48-yard field goal and had converted
his only chance at an extra point.
"I don’t like to make mistakes,"
he said. "It’s kind of critical to say
that, since everybody makes mis-
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Spartan placekicker Tony Brown toes off in a recent practice
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takes, but in my position, there
shouldn’t be a reason to miss no matter where you kick from
But such is the life of a kicker.
Unlike linemen, who work in relative
obscurity from the fan’s perspective.
Brown stands in the open for all to
We.

"Every time I step on the field,
everybody is watching me," he said.
"They all assess how well I did. It’s
difficult."
As a kicker, Brown has to master
more than just the physical parts of
the game.
"Kicking doesn’t conform to the
rest of the game," he said. "Everything else is so violent and physical,
and the kicking game is so mental.
"I can’t go crazy and get freaked
like the rest of the team."
The mental aspect of kicking is
important to Brown. So is his mental
work in the classroom.

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.
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$4.50/week

LAB AIDES
ZOECON a company recognized for excellence
in agri-chemical research, has part time,
temporary, and part regular (20 hrs./week )
openings for lab-aides in the molecular biology
department.
High school with some college biology
chemistry, or botany preferred, some
experience (0-2 yrs. ) in laboratory desirable.
Should be familiar with solution and media
preparation, as well as chemical symbols and
general lab equipment.
For consideration, send your resume to
ZOECON Corporation, Employee Relations
Dept. 975 California Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303
or call 415/857-1130 for an Application EOE/AA.

Susw Froborg. Dan Gray, Sheryl

ZOECON
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Now in his senior year at SJSU.
Brown isn’t bothered much by being
in the football spotlight. That wasn’t
always the case.
When he was attending the College of Siskiyous. he would get nervous thinking about his responsibilities. But that didn’t stop him from
being ranked second in the state in
kicking and seventh in punting in his
sophomore year.
Because his slats slipped towards the end of the year, Brown
wasn’t picked to the all -state team.
"I didn’t get much notoriety because I fell off the last part of the season." he said. "But I got a scholarship here. and besides, it doesn’t
matter where you play, it’s how you

Plastic Emporium

?HAT 5t3/

OFFER GOOD SEPT. 30

0

"I’ve had pretty good grades
since I’ve been at SJSU." said the
economics major. "I’ve been over 3.0
every semester except for the last

Brown wasn’t sure whether he’d
he playing football anywhere when
he transferred to COS from his home
in Victoria, British Columbia
There was no high school football
in Canada. so Brown played just one
year of organized football before
coming to COS.
"I came down and thought I’d try
playing at a junior college." he said
"I just wanted to see how good 1 could
be. If I was lucky enough to get a
scholarship, that was all I wanted to
do.
"I didn’t expect this to happen.
but it has. so I’m just going from
here."
Brown isn’t sure what the rest of
the season holds for him but feels he
has something to prove.
"I wouldn’t say I’ve done great
this year." he said. "but the season’s
still young, and I’ll have a lot of opportunities to prove myself"
Undoubtedly he will. And many
of his chances will probably be in the
waning moments of a close game before a screaming crowd.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

any gourmet
hot dog, chili dog, kraut dog
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mos. the University Administrate,
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Canadian placekicker in spotlight

For All Your Plastic Needs

n tic Ill
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Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
CUCPS 509-4801

play

Competition begins Tuesday, Oct. 1, 7:00 P.M.
3 bowls/team
3 games/week

1st Place New bowling balls and plaques for each member
Plus! Two hour private party in SUGALAND for 100 people
from that teams dorm
2nd Place New bowling bags and plaques for each member

Individual Hi series & Hi game plaques for men and women
Maximum 10 teams, signups end Oct. 1
Reserve Your Spot Now!

277-3226
STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA
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Documentary urges non-violent alternative to war
fly Patricia Pane
suffered through the dusty, hot, teDaily stall writer
dious job of picking cotton and
Independent filmmaker Robbie existed on a steady diet of rice, beans
Leppzer
brought
his personal and tortillas.
statement for peace to SJSU in the
"It was the first time that Ameriform of a documentary titled "Har- cans went lit Nicaragua in large numvest of Peace."
bers to contribute a very personal
The film documents two weeks in form of material aid: their labor,
the lives of campesinos ( farm workers) and American volunteers of the
"Nicaraguan Peace Brigade" as
they harvested cotton in the village of
t.scalpali on the northern Pacific
Coast of Nicaragua.
,
Sponsored by the Central America Solidarity Association, approximately 40 people attended a screening of the 30-minute documentary’
Thursday afternoon in the Almaden
Boom in the Student Union.
"It is a film of impressions of a
Journey for peace. It symbolizes a direct, non-violent challenge to war
Robbie Lipper,
and, in particular, our government’s
filmmaker
policies in Central America." Leppzer said.
Leppzer and co-producer Lisa
Berger were part of a group of 150 sweat and friendship as a concrete
for
statement
Americans who traveled to Nicara- people-to-people
Oa at their own expense to help in peace." Leppzer said.
Leppzer. 27, said the "issue of
the February 1984 cotton harvest.
For two weeks the "peace bri- war and peace has always been close
gade" shared the workers’ homes, to my heart." He became interested

’It symbolizes a
direct, non-violent
challenge to war and,
in particular, our
government’s
policies in Central
America.’

iii media
still in high school
near Boston, Mass. At that time he
was concerned about the Vietnam
War and worked for the school’s FM
radio station reporting on the peace
movement.
When things in Central America
began "heating up," Leppzer said he
wanted to do something
"Here is an example of poor people rising up against a brutal dictator
and then instituting a revolution that
was truly bringing about fundamental changes in people’s lives through
the distribution of land, improvements in health care, housing
and education. And it was really
working. That was very inspiring to
me, as someone who is concerned
about bringing social change," Leppzer said.
He was "incensed" when President Reagan began "waging this undeclared war and helping the band of
terrorist thugs, the contras."
"Nicaragua is a poor country and
we should be helping them to rebuild
their country, to develop their country. Nicaraguans want to be our
friends, want to live in peace and
they like Americans. But they very
much don’t like Reagan’s policies

against them," Leppzer sail
The film draws parallels to the
Vietnam War by using footage of
wounded soldiers and the bombings
there interspersed with scenes from
the American military buildup in
Honduras. It then cuts back to Nicaragua and to interviews with Nicaraguans.
"Children are the future of Nicaragua, the people of tomorrow," one
peasant says. "But 8. 10, 12-year-old
kids think they don’t have a future hecause of the ( American) bullies."
"Harvest of Peace" was made on
a budget of 820,000 and was funded by
a combination of small grants, individual contributions and all volunteer
labor. "It is," Leppzer said, "a labor
of love."
After editing the film for the past
I’2 years, "Harvest of Peace" premiered over the Labor Day Weekend
at the Telluride Film Festival in Telluride. Colo. Leppzer has been touring
the colleges and high schools in the
southwest since that time.
"As a filmmaker, it is empowering to show this film to audiences
and see the response, which universally has been very strong, very enthusiastic. People are moved by it,

oftentimes to tears, alterviard, he
said.
The film, Leppzer said, was
shown to an all -girl Catholic High
School in Denver, Colo, who were
predominantly daughters of wealthy
Republicans and they were in tears
afterwards. "They had no idea this

’Nicaraguans want to
be our friends, want
to live in peace and
they like Americans.
But they very much
don’t like Reagan’s
policies against
them.’
Robbie Leppzer,
filmmaker
was going on."
And at a Santa Cruz high school,
the film sparked a lively debate when
one student challenged Leppzer with
"Why aren’t we hearing the other
side of the story?" Leppzer’s re-

is one viewpoint
sponse m,as
and I encourage you to consider all
viewpoints."
But, Leppzer said, another student stood up to his defense. "You get
the other side every night on the
news."
This, said Leppzer, is encouraging to him. "I’d rather have a heated
debate than apathy or ignorance,"
Leppzer said.
The film was intended for two
kinds of audiences, Leppzer said.
"For people who share a concern
about what’s happening in Central
America. I hope this film will inspire
them to action. And for audiences
who know nothing about Central
America, it has really served to stimulate them to think and to ask questions, to want to find out more."
"What ’Harvest of Peace’ represents," Leppzer said. "is a real alternative that the peaceful alternadialogue and crossthe
tive
cultural exchange is really the way to
bring peace in the world. I want to
raise these issues in the film as well
as raise the greater issues of democracy in our own country and the task
that we have to bring the issues of social justice and social change to fruition."

’Harvest
of Peace’
at SJSU
II y Patricia Patir
Daily staff wino
Audiences who have seen tlic
documentary "Harvest of Peace.
have been moved by it, often to tears.
said its director Robbie Leppzer.

’

:
The 30-minute film is a collage if
sound and images by a group of
American volunteers called the "Niharaguan Peace Brigade" who went
10 Nicaragua to pick cotton during
the February 1984 harvest.
The film triggered emotional responses from an audience at SJSU
when it was shown Thursday.
"Harvest of Peace" was spon:
sored by the campus club Central
Association.
Solidarity
America
CASA President Regina Najarro said
the group sponsored it because, "it is
important for people to see what the
work brigades do and to provide visual stimulation to action."

Somewhere,
somehow,
someone’s
going to pay.

Najarro. 43, came to the United
States as a child, when her father was
offered a job in the San Francisco
shipyards after World War II. She

’Children are the
future of Nicaragua,
the people of
tomorrow. But 8-, 10-,
12-year-old kids think
they don’t have a
future because of the
(American) bullies.’
Peasant,
in ’Harvest of Peace’
said she has family on "both sides id
tbe fence in El Salvador. Some arc
lawyers and generals, the oppres
sors, but a greater number are the
poor who are suffering as a result ot
the present situation in El Salvador."
Najarro’s husband came to the
United States from Nicaragua as a
young man during the Somoza
dictatorship. He fled, Najarro said.
because "Educational resources
were available in Nicaragua, but
only for the rich."
The film was attended not only
by SJSU students but by San Jose res
idents as well.
Arlene Hsing, 24, a San Jose resi
dent, came because of a general in
terest in Central America.
"The film struck me," using
said. "I am now thinking about the
work brigades."
Several other San Jose residents
spoke about the feelings they experi
enced as a result of the film.
Frank Spivey went to Nicaragua
last November as a member of the
work brigades.
.
"I felt, for the first time, that I
was in a country where the majority
view was shared by me."
"The only thing this film cannot
tell is the feeling I brought back with
me," said 79-year-old Jeff Boehm,
who spent two weeks in Nicaragua
picking cotton in January 1995.
Leppzer has shown"Harvest of
Peace" to 700 high school students
and to many colleges and universities
In Colorado, New Mexico and Califor
nia. Audience response has been enthusiastic, Leppzer said.
"Harvest of Peace" will be
shown at schools, colleges and cornmunities in San Francisco, Berkeley
and throughout the Bay Area this
week.

COMMANDO
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX,REsiNts SILVER PICTURES RoDucTo ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER "COMMANDO"
RAE DAWN CHONG M’ JAMES HORNER =JOSEPH LOEB III ok MATTHEW WEISMAN "’Ing JOSEPH LOEB III &
MATTHEW WEISMAN STEVEN E. DE SOUZA AND RICHARD TUGGLE *810EL SILVER D’REIMARK L. LESTER
(.0)
DO DOLBY STEREO
Copyr.uht 01965 Twentieth Century Foe

Coming October 4th to a Theatre Near You.
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Spartaguide
To include your information in
Spartaguide, visit the Daily office in
Room 208. second floor of Dwight Ben.
tel Hall.

Students for America will have a
meeting at 1 p.m. today in the Pacheco Room of the Student Union.
For more information, call Steve
Cressy at 779-6029.
The National Undergraduate
Honor Society of Alpha Lambda
Delta will have a general meeting
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. tonight in the
Montalvo Room of the Student Union.
For more information call Bill Bailor
at 224-8957
The American Marketing Association will have a pizza and beer
night at 5:30 today at Round Table
Pizza on Branham Lane and Almaden Expressway. Members pay $1
non-members pay $2 for all the pizza
and beer they want. For information
call Judy Brewster at 238-0469.
The Community Committee for

Daley
International Students is offering
conversational English tutoring from
10 a.m. to noon Monday. Tuesday and
Thursday and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Monday. Wednesday and Friday starting
today and ending October 4 in Room
222 of the Administration Building.
For information call Muriel Andrews
at 279-4575.

gate parties, the Aspen trip and the
Holloween dance. Non-members welcome. For information call Doug at
225-0960.

A time management workshop
will be held from 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the Counseling Services
Room 223 of the Administration
Building. For more information call
Marjorie Craig at 277-2966.

The Sierra Club will have a meeting at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the Costanoan Room of the Student Union. For
information call Nick Resnick at 2595769.

Campus Ministry will have a
Bible study of the Gospel of Luke
from noon to 1 p.m. Tuesday in the
Pacheco Room of the Student Union.
For information call Norb Firnhaber
at 298-0204.
The SJSU Ski Club will have a
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 132 of the Engineering Building. Learn more about coming tail-

The SJSU Physics Club will have
a meeting at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 5-239 of the Science Building.
For information call Stephen Weathersby at 279-1492.

The Re-entry Advisory Program
will have a discussion of study skills
from noon to 1 p.m. Tuesday in the
Guadalupe Room of the Student
Union. For information call Virginia
O’Reilly at 277-2005.

Jim Bricker
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Flying Twenty will have a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 107 of the Aeronautics Building. For information call Steve Heesacker at 415-969- 8323.

Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend classes twice or three times a
week. the Spartan Daily is including
news items from the previous paper to
help keep everyone informed on campus
every day.

Campus
The San Jose Planning Commission accepted an Environmental Impact Report on the closure of San
Carlos Street last Wednesday after
hearing testimony from SJSU President Gail Fullerton and a representative of the Campus Community Association.
The commission is scheduled to
vote on Oct. 8 whether to recommend
the closure of San Carlos Street to the
San Jose City Council.
A campus community group’s
plans to reduce traffic on William
Street are clashing with SJSU’s plans

to close San Carlos Street
Members of the Campus Community Association have met with SJSU
President Fullerton to discuss their
concerns.
They say the Environmental Impact Report does not address problems arising in other areas with the
San Carlos Street closure.
The CCA said William Street and
the south residential area residents
will suffer from the increased traffic
flow.
Ed Burke. SJSU alumnus and
Olympic hammer thrower helped a
leading
Czechoslavakian
sports
training scientist and his family obtain political asylum Thursday in the
United States 21z months after they
bolted form a tourist group in Rome.
With the help of Burke and several politicians who cut through red

tape, Ladislav Patakai. his wife

sela and their daughter Noemi
landed at San Jose International Airport.
Burke and Pataki met at the
World Games in Helinski. Finland in
1983.

Sports
Jon Carlson will be SJSU’s starting quarterback in Thursday’s game
against Fullerton State at Spartan
Stadium.
The Spartans have been shuffling
the quarterback position in the last
four games and offensive coordinator
Terry Shea said the situational quarterback shuffle will continue.
"It will be part of our game

plan." Shea said.

Around other Campuses
Stanford University officials are
investigating the possibility that students cheated on weekly examinations in an introductory psychology
class last spring.
Graduate teaching assistant
Mary Parpel and undergraduate assistant Rose McDermott spurred the
investigation when they discovered
that students had shared answers on
the exams. Evidence found thus far
suggests that 23 of 744 students in the
class cheated on the tests.
Students found to have cheated
may be expelled from the university
under the school’s Honor Code. Other
punishments for those found guilty of
cheating are loss of academic credit
for the course or a three-month suspension. The final decision on punishments will be made by University

president Donald Kennedy.
University of California at Santa
Barbara has started a campaign to
raise more than $107 million to fund
new buildings, academic programs
and equipment.
The UC Board of Regents approved the plan in 1983 and fundraising has already begun, with $11.5
million raised thus far.
Funds are being solicited nationwide from individuals, corporations
and foundations.
"Despite a history of state generosity to the University of California.
we would not be where we are today
were it not for the generosity of many
of our friends," Chancellor Robert
Huttenback said.

A professor at the University of
California at Berkeley said that the
school could save up to $5 million per
year in energy costs if it was hooked
up to hydroelectric power sources.
Biochemistry Professor J.B. Nei lands composed a report last year in
which he compared energy costs at
UC Berkeley to those at UC Davis.
which gets its electricity from the
Central Valley Project near Sacramento.
Licenses to use power from the
Central Valley Project are expiring
for some private utilities and,
according to the Federal Power Act.
once they do expire municipalities
will get preference over private utilities for new licenses.
Around

other

campuses
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body mass*. de. tutu. Into
oration ...on. svaileble Strictly
nonsexual Cell for over after 3
pm Janice Thurston CM P 14081
267 2993
FRESHMEN/SOPHOMORES.
Locate
scholarship finenciol aid Student
scholarship search service
Cell
10081269 0668
I CAN HELP YOU if you need help keep
ono budget I can set up budget
for you & loop track of expend
tures
bdance chock books &
other financial service. For more
con

Alan

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY

AWESOME DELTA ZETA PLEDGES All
& Cindy are cen
wait for to
night" We love you Your Big Sr.
tors

of

Chelgren. RE 559 3500. 1645
S Baecom Ara C Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow

information
8352

PERSONAL

NATIONAL GAY/RI contact club for
men & women Low wee SASE
P0 boa 28781 San Jo.
Ca 95159

HELP WANTED

ern for part tin. Dedication r.
enured Call 238 1174

Fr. service

SUMMER JOBS, Nation/al Park Co s
21 parks 5.000 openings Com
pie. Information $5 00 pm15 re
port Mission Min Co . 651 2nd
Ave WN. Kalispell. Mt 59901

WANTED"
STUDENTS
CATERING
Pert time reread hours on campus
cley. even... or weekends Start
13 85/hr C.8277 3183

1142...1 8115

STUDENTS. FACULTY. STAFF Naiad.
040.7 Have N.. SJSU off -cow
pus housing program. 277-3996

through
person/01.d introduc
non
service
You
make
the
chow.
Cell CHOICES., 971

hrs

AUTOMOTIVE

1142 eat 8115

ROOMMATE WNTD to share studio
apt nr SJSU .porktng $2504rio
lest rno C04971 -71B3

ASST
vaned duties flea
ves end weekends Perms
nem part rime Cell Jena or Jo,, at
296 7393

OFFICE

113 IT TRUE you cen buy dims for $44
through the US Gov 1, Get he
1 312 742
ft.
C14
18 11 TRUE YOU con buy *aye for 144
through the U S government, Get
fact, today! Coll 1 312 742

ROOMATE WNTD to share 2 Winn
apt near SJSU $325/mo . grad
0.10/0e40. students 292 9539

224 3535

3095. 15475 lo. Gatos Blvd

$109514151651 2781
60
1954 CADILLAC FLEETWOOD
spec classic untold.. Coll 264
7712

kitchen in env hot. 2 blks. Inn
SJSU on S 12th St 27138585

at 1 2 price Unwonted haw
dr...pears with my ca. Gwen C

at

279

will con

soh with SJSU stud.. for 30
mine FREE Practice is limited to
all esp.. of immigration & na
trona., Law office is only
5
nun drive from campus For an ap
pointimmt. cad Robert Ng 01 14081
554 0596
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
ph.," John Paulson Photography
offers each bride & groom the oh,
mal something ...ordinary Wit
offer on album thin reflect. Individ
ual pereonalines and life styles
Coll John Putlson Photogrephy et
559 5922
LOSE WEIGHT & IMPROVE your heeith
reharrhal
nutritron
program
Cleans...tem & noticeable on
cross. energy & vitality No drug
100% natural. Used hy medical
profession & professional athletes
100% sati.faction gu.ranteed or
monay back Call Mr Luc.. at
258 3168 after 6 pro
LOWEST INSURANCE RATES STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto & renters
low monthly p.m.. No driver
is refused Coll Klerk Chapman for
quote Ewer the phone Mn phone
number

14091 249 1301

MATH

ANXIOUS/ Need help welt
CREST r ELME, Private tutoring’
The Math Institute offers math tu
toting

educatton

urn..,0

consultation
te.my
14081295 8088

dreg
Call

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP.
Every Sunday from 9arn 3pon Clover Hall. 990 Ba.orn Avo. San
Joe. 11.00 admission Sellers
info 14091 241 7958 Auct.n
Easy parking. food and dunk
WEDDING PORTRAITS & MODEL port
lobos by en mist Sea the Phi
Kappa Alpha 1986 calendar for
eample of my *cork then call John
Rickman. 252 4283

TYPING
AAA -ACCURACY. ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT. In typing hat.
lops-07 .17r5yT
0p.
onpyH.HInzic,
r
9,,fi
page quick
round
available seven done
w.lt All work guar...
ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term paper.
resumes letters
men.cripts etc Feet tumaround
ressoneble rat. Coll 251 8813
after 3pm North San Joss win
ACADEMIC

WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chryetal offers rapid
turnatound
professional
letter

guolity product guaranteed rm.
& Student Doscount Theses re
pont rnonirols resumes Std &
micro tr.scriphon Echttny service
& disk storege.v.ilble
aim to 8
pm 7 days.. Chrystel at 923
481
8ACCOMPLISHMENT
ACCURACY
ACHIEVEMENT apa wodernic nee
mat 10 yrs oaxp vostudents IBM
seloctric

a

c.a.,. tronscrIpbon
all 0016 guaranteed
Who
8 lOwn 9 00pm N San Jose 10
min
from comer.
Jane 251
47
BETTERRgrodos

with NOM paper.
Hale with grammar editing Expert
in tech ...cf. etyle menusle in
chafing APAS charts & graphs
IBM sword processing to. Getr.
South SJ
Call 978 7330
7
day.wk

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL lye
Ing.vord processMg 01 50 Pit.
Idouble
sewed1
sperienced
Fres disk storage Citeette Pen
scription ay.... Now Almaden
F...
& Branham In
Guar
*rimed mock return on all papers
Phone 264 4504
CONANT §

WORD
PROCESSING
SERVICE for theses 011iaartaliona

term papers resumes etc Top
quality foot & DOGWOOD incluchrou
assistance with spelling & gram
mar Reasonable rates Call Debi.
0,3789845
WORD PROCESSING
EXECUTYPE
Theses term pope. etc Prof..
0,0001 reasonoble student rates
Al formats
gulch turn wound
guaranteed
Sonsfaction
0,011
yrs Imp
oak for Cindy
10
274 4409

pots

manuscripts aaaaaa ch pa
theses letters, resumes le

garbusineempareonal Grammar &
spelkny mitten. Cassette tr.
scription

word procssing papers theses
resumes Special,. in technic.
...taw
prof..
II 50
$2 50e@ge Cell Vicki at 281
3058 Elato 8pm IBM area Ask
shout cher, refer. discount
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professioner
typing and boons...vices Rea
sons.* rat. CaN 14081 259
9368
VALLCO
MARCIE a
word pr....Mg typing Poornet
natit accurate An forme. includ
APA
Work
gutuanteed

SUNNYVALE.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all you.
typing & word processing needs
Specialiting in twin papers r
ports

sportive Experienced protitssional

@variable

Guaranteed
professional guolity fest accurate
end very competitive aaaaa Call
Pam at 247 26131
Locoed m
genre Clara now Son Tomas/Mon
FOO
GET THE GRADES your herd work de
serves For your ’ye.. *Meng
compositMn need.
when you
00111 II typed right c.11 WRITE
TYPE 1408/ 972 9430 AsIt for
Barber. Rot, by the P.. hold
or lob

$1 50/11a9e (double spaced
type’ Call 720 9635

plc.

TERM PAPERS THESES resumes For
all your ’Hung na.d. call
P.n."
Imp...ions at 996 3333 Stu
dent noes located in Campbell
TYPING

MY HOME, $1 pg Molt or
bring by to 395 E Duane Ave
Sunnyvale no phone current’,

TYPING SERVICE" Professional word
processing theses report. Spe
cial rates for SJSU students fer
lolly Resumes mall ksts 14081
377 5293 or 14151 11932200
est 2136 lweekdaysl
TYPING

LET A PROFESSIONAL type VOW MOO
papers
reumes
cover let..
Quality tooth and reasonable rat.
Willow Glen are. 292 8807 free
disk storeys
PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and du
dents can rely on accurate
timely product.n of teeter.. re
Pon. papers publications menu
scrip. correspond.ce etc Wal
aid
in
gramrnorspelling,punr
tuotion

For prompt
7 day re
epons. Wert message for Pamela
.114081275 6753
PROFESSIONAL TYPING every day"
10 yrs sperience NI types of pa
erns Closo to campus 11 bloc.
325 E Williwn St 10 cal/ 290
0105
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST

morale,

.

float* dependable $2 MO epac
peg* mcluding editong Srotoga
area Calf Joan at 741 5890
PUT YOUR WORDS in th04 best per

TERM PAPERS
THESES
hue...
correspondence
ro
WOW applicatmns etc 20 yews
Oepanonc
Jobs
cOnlphttP
Out011Y Sadler Secretariat Service
269 8874

WORD PROCESSING Student pope10
howness correspondence Willow
01600100 coilt,oal26l 5247
WORD PROCESSING student reports
110 pg minimum! thews
die
sensor,. Also men Nets non
eruption wort repetitive loners
P. sy.tern pplwroon services
San Ai. ores Joy* at 264 1019
Cup MY SV weals Andrea 996
3010
WORD PROCESSING 01 50 Per PH.
Call 251 1260
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES

he

Polls manual% resit.00 loth.
mailing eels Call 6 6 II OM.
Services
14091973 8670
tunable rale.
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Press bill in conference

Glass act

maimed from page
it, he said.

H 111111111/ed.

The plaintiffs have asked Hauser
to change the wording of the bill, but
they have not received any response.
They do not believe it necessary to
sign an editorial in the student newspaper because it is evident who wrote
the editorial the newspaper staff,
Braafladt said. He said that the student publication should also be able
to make endorsements in the name of
the newspaper.
They also want to modify the negatives of the disclaimer. The disclaimer is the part of the paper that
says the opinion is not necessarily
that of the state, the individual campus, the associated students, or the
funding entity. Braafladt said the suit
is dealing with an area protected by
the First Amendment and that the

41v

Alta’

government

regulations should lie

"Let’s treat the student newspapers as they’re real newspapers.
Treat them like adults. They need editorial freedom as well as choosing
the news stories," Braafladt said.
"If we do not gel satisfactory action from the bill, then we’ll prove
our point in the lawsuit," Braafladt
said.
Jim Jensen, director of governmental affairs in Sacramento, said
the bill’s opponents, the board of
trustees, has two concerns with the
bill.
Jensen said the board of trustees
follow Title V regulations that state
funds to support student newspapers
should not be used to support or oppose any candidates for public office
and The Lumberjack violated this
policy. Another concern is that the
board of trustees expect students to

conic’ to them or the chancellor’s office if there is a problem with existing policy.
"If someone has differences, we
are supposed to work them out internally and that did not transpire at
Humboldt," Jensen said.
Larry Gumbiner. assistant attorney general of California, representing the defendants, said key Republicans also opposed the lawsuit
because they think the present CSU
policy is adequate.
Those named in the suit are the
CSU Board of Trustees; W. Ann Reynolds, CSU chancellor; Howard Seeman. The I,umberjack adviser; Alistair McCrone. university president;
Edward Webb, vice president of student affairs; Ronald Young. dean of
creative arts and humanities; and
Mark Carson, chairman of Humboldt’s Department of Journalism.

SJSU purchases plant’s power
continued from page
Koloseus said the plant utilizes a
gas turbine system called the Cheng
Cycle, which operates like a jet engine to produce electricty and thermal energy. It is an improvement on
the basic boiler system that produces
steam to run a turbine to create electricity, he said. It is versatile because
it can use either gas or diesel fuel to
increase cost efficiency.
At SJSU, WI’ has added an Allison 501 gas turbine with steam injee-

lion to increase power output. This
addition to the Cheng Cycle system
works to maximize generating efficiency and reduce cost for power, Kuloseus said.
A cogeneration product is more
efficient than nuclear power because
it operates at 39 percent efficiency
when working to capacity, Lee said.
However, he said. this system is
more applicable to on-site applicalion such as SJSU’s than it is to larger
user needs,

The oil embargo during the Carter administration was the impetus
for the Professional Energy Managers Association, Lee said. When
the commercial and industrial customers’ energy budget becomes significant, then there is more interest
in energy management. Lee said.
Energy sufficiency is a long-term
project. said Michael Mytels, P.E.
energy manager at Intel Corp. It requires a commitment of manpower to
shift systems.

Trial delayed until late October
continued from page t

Ken Ruina d - Daily stdit photographer

Beth liacket probably can’t see any ocean
waves in this test tube, but her laboratory
work will help her in obtaining a degree in
oceanography. It takes some intense concen-

tration to get precise levels of the correct fluids in chemistry labs, such as the one Hackett, a junior, is in. here, she checks to make
sure she has enough fluid in the test tube.

Staff says
room tight

A pre-trial conference with the
judge and attorneys is scheduled for
today to decide if the evidence seized
in the baggage room of Koehn’s residence at Royce Hall was included in
the search warrant and can be used
as evidence in the trial.
As an ex -felon possessing firearms, Koehn is facing a definite pri-

sion sentence. Sklar said
"He will be facing considerable
time whether he plea bargins or not,"
she said. "How much time the will
face in prison) is up to the judge."
Kim Koehn’s attorney is also trying to get his client on a drug diversion program. This would clear her of
the drug charges.
According to Sklar, in order to be
considered for the drug diversion

program, the candidate must have
not had any drug charges within the
past five years. The drug charges
must be only one charge. not multiple
charges.
Will Koehn, an ex -felon, is not a
"suitable candidate" for this program. Sklar said.
could be
reacNheedithfuerrcomatmkeirnntey

AIR FORCE
ROTC

continued From page

Gateway to a great way of life.

ance between providing commercial
services and places for students and
organizations to meet.
"We could easily use twice the
number of meeting rooms we have
right now. Barrett said. "We end up
having our rooms filled up most of
the week.’
Lack of space in the S.U. is not
the only problem KSJS may face in
having a move approved.
"There’s some question as to
(KSJS) being an academic program," Barrett said. "The Union
does not provide for the academic
needs of the university."
Wyrick said KSJS is an activity
course and students receive credit,
although no letter grades, based on
the number of hours worked.

Contact Capt. Will Sounders (408) 277-2743 AFROTC DET045, San Jose State University

LSAT
ICAPLAN

1INTW IL,
The worlds leading
test prep organization.

MANI/ V Si K AFIANI ISA MONA!

ENROLLING NOM v,sa in at our renter.
499 HonvIton Ave , Palo Alto. CA 94301
Or ,oil a day’., ...eons or even weekends

(41 ) 327-0841..,

GREAT
READING
AT
BOOKS INC.
A Very Complet
Bookstore

The COBBLER SHOPPE
SHOE REPAIR
and

SHOE SALES
IN THE PRUNEYARD
Gloiorion Hmoo

Largest Selection
in the Bay Area
New Expanded Location

420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLACI

Stevens Creek at Winchester
M-f 9:30- 9:30
Sat 9:00 - 5:30
Sun 11:00 - 500
243-6262

Im

andie:r
SHOES
r-LADIES’ HEELS

2

for

1

pair reg. price

. 1Lit
2nd Palr FREE

EEL SKIN PURSES
Specializing In Handbags
Luggage, Men’s /1. Ladies’
Boots. Orthopedic Work

FREE

1

PROFESSIONAL DYING’
wipurchase of any
pair of Candies Shoes

STUDENTS ONLY
1 5% off shoes and purses, must show student ID.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there’s one thing busioe,
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
tOrmulas let you pertOrm
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require is lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

A psiwcdol combinatum.
talk
.1115.111Z,111,n,
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA -35 means you
the BA -35 Student Ai
Analyst.
spend less time calculating, usiness
B
and more time learning. Ono.
keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
’The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating usetul products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a lxiok that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classnxim.

